occasional novelty, ' (Thompson and Bordwell, 1994: 379-80) ' technically far from perfect… a gimmick,' (Maltby and Craven, 1995: 154) The Maze (Menzies, 1953) , are currently available, although there are 'flat' (nondimensional) trailers for almost all 3-D projects. Creating a timeline of 3-D trailer production (for both film and television) allows the article to identify which of the surviving trailers were produced in 3-D, and analysis of the surviving 3-D trailers will create a series of conventions that can be applied to flat trailers to uncover any nascent 3-D trailer aesthetics or structure.
Isolating and analyzing these absent 3-D trailers is a necessary step to opening up this moment in film history, to exploring the lost technological star of 3-D and its important place within both trailer and technological histories of the film industry.
Between 1952 and 1955, the Hollywood studios introduced a variety of cinemaspecific technologies to coax audiences back into movie theatres, using each technology as a weapon that turned the cinema screen itself into a site of difference.
This was not simply a competition of film versus television, but studio versus studio and technology versus technology, each emphasizing new experiential qualities of size, depth, smell, hearing or touch. Film trailers were key texts in this attempt to display the unique attributes of each technology, and to educate and excite audiences over the latest screen 'improvement'. While it may have been wedged between the wider screen innovations of Cinerama and CinemaScope, the new perspective offered by trailer study reveals how 3-D remains an important moment in film history.
'Every THRILL… Comes Off The Screen… RIGHT AT YOU!'
[The] new entertainment miracle, third dimension… makes the screen absolutely real and alive. People, objects, landscapes take on a depth, The absence in the majority of these trailer texts is the 3-D image itself, the visual display of the technology. The following analyses will offer a series of ways to deal with this absence: those 3-D trailers that exist in their entirety (and which can be viewed in three dimensions) will be regarded as potential templates for the placement of 3-D imagery; these aesthetic conventions will be defined and applied to other 'flat' trailers for signs of absent 3-D footage; original trailer scripts will be used to differentiate between flat and 3-D previews; and the network of influences that surround and infuse the trailer texts will be interrogated for additional historical or industrial information. This approach will investigate the place of 3-D footage in the contemporary trailer texts, explore its attempt to create an active audience, and consider how the technology was positioned against competing processes. produced outside the Hollywood studio system. Bwana Devil (Oboler, 1952) was described as 'a feature picture… that any exhibitor with two machines in his booth can exhibit in full three-dimension.' (Weaver, 1952, 55) The key phrase is 'any exhibitor with two machines' -like its rival Cinerama, 3-D used multiple projectors to create its on-screen image. The dual success of Cinerama and 3-D -parallel attempts to expand the appeal of the cinema screen through technology that changed the dimensions of the screen -convinced the Hollywood studios to jump onto the 3-D bandwagon while it was still financially successful. Existing projects were transformed into 3-D films in the race to be first onto cinema screens -and it is this rush to be first that lies behind the initial phase of flat trailers. The trailer for Bwana Devil did not contain any 3-D footage, no free sample of the technology -and the studio's initial response was the same: desperate to sell the technology as a star but unable to demonstrate the appeal of that star.
The set-up of the projection system created the initial problems -3-D projection required two projectors, running simultaneously, showing two strips of film (left and right eye images) that had to be completely synchronized to create the 3-D effect.
Intermissions were needed to change reels (since most theatres only had two projectors, which would normally run in succession, not simultaneously), increasing the length of the screening. In early to mid 1953, theatres displayed slides informing audiences of intermissions to change projectors, or to warn them when in the program to put their glasses on. Like Cinerama, the effect of the wider or deeper screen was After some introductory titles the Sangaree trailer cuts to a long shot of a screen-filling red curtain. The male voiceover repeats the film's name, then announces that 'beautiful Arlene Dahl… [will] tell you all about it.' Female voiceovers were almost unheard of in trailers and the female presence was most often reduced to glamorous images in excerpted scenes or close-ups -so the appearance of Dahl, and her apparent control of the sales message, feels revolutionary. That feeling does not last. Dahl appears and talks about how exciting it was making the film, but says the story is so big, she will have to ask her (male) co-star, Fernando Lamas to help explain 3-D. As Lamas appears, Dahl turns to him: 'Fernando, we have quite a problem. Just how are we going to show these people how wonderful Sangaree looks in third dimension?' The suggestion here is that the actress cannot explain anything technologically advanced, but that the actor will be able to through his mastery of technological expertise. However, the following exchange, as Dahl stands demurely to one side while her male co-star tries to explain 3-D, foregrounds 3-Ds potential for displaying sexuality, particularly the 3-D glory of the female form. Given this flat trailer is unable to physically exhibit 3-D visuals, Lamas attempts to demonstrate the point by describing a flat screen -he waves his hand horizontally in front of him; for length, he pulls his hands apart horizontally; height -he raises his hand vertically, palm down; and then, 'the most interesting thing… depth.' At this point, he makes a circular motion with his hands, as though describing the shape of a sphere. 'Now, let me tell you about depth… depth is… uh… well… eh.' The reason he is having so much trouble is that he can't take his eyes off Arlene Dahl's breasts, which his hands, still attempting to demonstrate 'depth', are emulating the shape of. Rather than one sphere, his hands momentarily cup two imaginary globes before sliding down in an imitation of an idealized female shape. Uncertain, he takes one last (long) look at Dahl, drops his hands to his sides and says 'uh… it's depth… I think you have to go and see it to understand.' A reassuring smile from Dahl allows them to move on to talk about safer things, such as how epic a story it is. But that moment remains. Not only has Lamas failed in his masculine role (since the trailer for The Jazz Singer These details confirm that the lost history of 3D trailer production offers new revelations about how audiences in 1953 were made aware of this technological star, with structural and aesthetic elements that are unique to this contemporary historical moment. 3-D trailers were designed to educate audiences through free samples of the central technology, but this extended beyond the gimmick of objects poking out of the screen. These trailers show a creative use of graphic titles and the layering of character and landscape to convey character and genre detail, or to add drama and tension to a key narrative moment. While the textual link between 3-D and the female body remains speculative, it corresponds to larger cultural anxieties of the time period. Reconstructing these lost trailers offers a way to re-examine the 3-D movement of the 1950s, to see moments of coherence across the largely incoherent production schedule. Trailer analysis reveals that 3-D was a bigger technological threat than traditionally allowed, providing a lost piece of that era of film history: but the place of this technological star also extends beyond the cinema screen and on to the 'rival screen' of television. An essential part of this 'lost' history of 3D promotional materials, the final section will consider whether 'flat' television trailers mirrored the developments seen on the cinema screen.
'The Rival Screen': 3D on TV
Earlier, the division of the surviving flat trailers into three distinct groups was based on their production status and the emerging timeline of 3D production: flat trailers rushed out to capitalize on the first 3D films; flat trailers that were also produced in 3D; and flat trailers produced after the main spurt of 3D production. There is a fourth element of flat trailer promotion for 3D films, however: the nascent television trailers used to advertise these films on American television. Although none of these TV spots have survived in any audio-visual form, there remains archival evidence about the production and creation of these television trailers. As such, the focus provided by trailer study adds to the growing literature that challenges the conventional emphasis on hostility between the media of the 1950s. Following the work of writers such as Christopher Anderson (1994) and Su Holmes (2005) , analysis of these television trailers replaces the traditional notion of an antagonistic relationship with a more complex and multifaceted affiliation. Reconstructing the essential components of the television trailer through original scripts from the Universal script archive, and their commonalities with the existing film trailers, expands the history of 3D trailers onto a new medium, considering how a technological sales message was built up without the ability to display a free sample of 3D footage. By centering these visual cues, the television trailer highlights its own lack, unable to offer a free sample of the 3-D technology at the core of its sales message.
Without such striking images, the TV trailers rely instead on the narrative voiceover to sell the technology. The written language of the trailer scripts show that these announcers foreground exaggeration over intimacy: 'A thousand new thrills in three dimension' or 'a thrilling love-story bristling with explosive action -amazingly alive in the magic of spectacular 3-dimension!' There appears to be a dual purpose to these exclamations: without access to the technological imagery, the scripts increase the volume and exaggerated claims of the 3-D-based sales message but they also allow the film studios to differentiate the cinema screen from the television one, dismissing the small screen at the same time as relying on it to promote their products. This can 
